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Foreword
The Blue Cat Trading Company deals in the currency of stories. Tales 
come into our archives and we share them thorough the world.

The following is a collection of excerpts from a traveler’s journey that came 
through our doors not too long ago. They are here presented with colored 
plates.

Though the tale is extraordinary, we found a reference in another journal 
that provides some validation for the existence of such gates:

“The landscape of this region is exceedingly puzzling. The topography 
is as you’d expect with a coastal area sloping up to rocky mountains 
that eventually reach an altitude that can receive snow. There’s a large 
forested area and even a very dry, desert patch due to rain shadow.

“The odd part is the reports I get. I’ve heard of someone walking 
through a valley in the coastal region and ending up on a very tall, dry 
mountainscape. Or a dark and gloomy area that stretches for miles, flat in 
all directions that I have yet to locate. In fact, the entry point seems to be a 
particular valley. I must research this mysterious place…”

~Geological Surveys of Section XVII

Please enjoy this tale of mystery, wonder and magical gates. 



““The gates,” she’d always reply. But the gates led to nowhere. You could 
see right through them. Or at least that’s what I’d always assumed as I 
played among them in the fields throughout my childhood. At least that’s 
what I’d assumed…”



“…then again, what did I know about gates and magic.”



“There was a buzz when I entered the realm of gates; there was no ceiling 
or floor. Just endless rows of endless paths; countless, beckoning doors.”



“I hadn’t prepared for danger. I hadn’t even brought food. Why food 
came to this point was beyond me. Unfortunately my next action turned 
out to be far less sensical than I’d hoped, though it was significantly better 
than worrying about lunch.”



“Fleeing from the beast may have been wise, but falling through what I 
later found to be another portal was decidedly not. In hindsight, it was 
much wiser to tempt fate with the creature than what I was in store for.”



“The forest was dark and strange. I could feel I was in a place where no 
human should ever be. I would like to say there was a stillness, as is often 
written about in books about mysterious places, but this forest felt very 
much alive and very dangerous.”



“At that point I wanted to see anyone, or even anything. The forest crept 
around me alive and sinister. I decided the suspense and imagination of 
what could be, was much worse than being on the run from some creature. 
I daresay I felt more secure with that beast!”



“…Spring was here. And it had never felt so menacing. I feared for my life, 
but I could also hear the guttural roar of a beast behind me. Was it the 
same one from before? The Phoenix Tree spoke in a way I could never 
describe, and I knew the choice if offered was either the hard place, or 
the rock.”



“The choice seemed to be between getting eaten now for sure, or later 
potentially. I took the Phoenix Tree’s offer, grabbed the satchel and ran 
through the portal as the beast’s growls drew nearer. I could only hope it 
wouldn’t follow me; and that whatever was waiting on the other side of the 
portal wasn’t worse.”



“Everyone knew about the valley of the Lightswitches. The home of those 
who come to train in the art of controlling energy. Some doubt their 
existence, but I’ve always known they were real. And that they could 
control all sorts of energies. Even vital ones…”



“To be honest, the city was quite pleasant. Aside from the dark patches 
of nothingness that felt like they were going to suck me into their depths. 
Looking back, I’m glad I didn’t come upon anyone in the city. I may have 
fainted on the spot.”



“I remember there being so much light; and so much darkness.”



“I was told to wait. Before I gave my name. Before I stated my purpose 
for being there (and thank goodness for that, for even though the Phoenix 
Bird gave me an excuse to use, I had no confidence in it’s plan), I was 
told to sit. And wait.”



“And so I waited.”



“The interesting thing about knowing you’re probably about to die is that, if 
there’s a waiting period of any length, you start longing to get it over with. 
And so did I become impatient as the minutes and hours tick by. Waiting. 
With no acknowledgment from the secretary and no passersby. Was it 
wise to ask when I’d be helped? In this case “helped” probably wouldn’t 
be the most appropriate word. But what if I just asked…”



“My movement, my intake of breath, must have been their cue to take 
action. No sooner had I the notion to rise and inquire, two officers came 
forth and hoisted me by the arms to my doom. But they were people. The 
receptionist was a person. Just like me. I sniffed to no response. I casually 
mentioned seasonal allergies, in the way that one casually brings up hay 
fever as their marching toward death, and the guards chatted with me 
about the pollen count.”



“Never touch without the glove… Never let them strike your heart… Never 
was there, and never will be, another report of a person stealing the halo 
of a Lightswitch. Likely because it was so incredibly stupid.”



“I looked back as I dove into the portal. What a beautiful death I could 
have had.”



“Though I made it into the portal, I knew I could not break my stride for I 
was sure the beast would be lurking in the portal world, ready to strike.”



“The portal must have only permitted one entry at a time. The Phoenix Bird 
must have seen to that. I thought I must have been lucky to escape.”



“It felt smooth, almost slick, but not wet. Gentle lumps undulated over it’s 
surface. It felt strangely familiar.”



“It was a giant orange. I was not surprised in the slightest, seeing that I was 
at the Luncheon of the Giants. And I was there to snag a bite.”



“They weren’t gods to us. By that time everyone was, of course, free to 
believe in whatever religion they saw fit. They were more like legends. 
Perhaps even myths. A giant shepherd that tends to weather sheep. The 
warden of storms…”



“I crouched in the bushes as the giants took in their meal. If you were 
to have been seated between The Bronzesmith and The Wayfinder, and 
turned suddenly in your chair to face the foliage, perhaps dropping on 
your hands and knees by some odd inclination, you would have easily 
spotted me among the foliage. This is all to say that I was very well hidden 
in my opinion, waiting for my moment…”



“The Phoenix Bird told me exactly what to do, but I think I was still riding 
the adrenaline high from the near-death experience in the Lightswitch 
compound. I climbed up the table, strode boldly into the middle and 
politely asked for a piece of food to take back to the Phoenix Bird. I mean, 
why not? Honesty is often the best policy.”



“Forget the Phoenix Tree. I had grape now. We were going to strike out on 
our own, me and grape. We didn’t know where we were, but we were 
going to figure our way home from this place. For a few blissful moments, I 
thought life was good. Why wouldn’t it be? I had a crunchy grape the size 
of my head. Just what I’ve always wanted.”



“I’m still not sure if the Phoenix Bird can read minds. Maybe it was tracking 
me through the special bag it gave me. Either way it snatched me and 
grape without warning. I could feel the bite of it’s winter, the branches 
snaring like claws. It told me in no uncertain terms that I would be finishing 
the collection of the necessary items, and I decided it would be wise to 
obey.”



“Grape was gone, the thrill was gone, and as I sailed through the air into 
yet another portal, I could hardly contain my excitement. What awful way 
would my life be threatened this time? How hard will the fall be when I 
emerged on the other side of the portal?”



“The beast threw me among the sea of doors. I scrabbled across the 
cosmos like atmosphere and flung myself into the nearest door I could 
amidst his howls of rage. Stumbling into the crystal cave, I realized that 
I had uncovered a deep, ancient and evil. As the beast sacked me from 
behind, the creature shifted, it’s enormous frame sending tremors through 
the earth. Of course, I only caught a glimpse as I was hauled away, but 
I saw a broken sword in it’s skull. It seemed to lock the creature into an 
eternal sleep.”



“I tumbled into a great hall. Was this the beast’s feeding chamber? The 
walls were dissolved into brilliant light; I’d never seen so much stained 
glass in my life. The light turned my fear into wonder.”



“The beast descended from his portal, walking down steps of clouds to 
rest upon his throne at the head of the room. He studied me for a moment, 
his expression shifting from second to second.  He bowed slightly and 
spoke the words that he’d orated to travelers decades before and would 
continue to repeat for decades after: “I am Harat the Protector.” His 
deep voice rolled over the room, gentle and dangerous. “Guardian of 
Gateland,” he continued, “Sovereign of the Wanderer, Saint of the Lost. 
Helper of the Endangered. The Fierce Warrior. Who. Are. You?”

I was in awe. His magnificence radiated in front of the ornate glass that 
encased his throne room. Of course, I told him I was only a person chasing 
my wonder.”



Many years have passed since the day Harat took the Phoenix Tree’s 
bag from me and dropped it into a portal that spit fire, but I can still hear 
the screech of rage as it burned. I was sent home then. Quite literally, the 
portal Harat opened dropped me right inside my kitchen. The portal exit 
left a seal on the wall, forever reminding me of my journey.

What was the point of that trek I took from the fields of my childhood play 
into fantastical land beyond? Some lessons like not judging someone by 
their first impression come to mind, but I was right in sensing that Harat 
could rip me to shreds. Perhaps the lesson here is that some experiences 
are just meant to provide a good story. The world needs more stories.
And so ends my tale.”



Welcome

I’m Abrian Curington, teller of tales. If you enjoyed The Gates, head 
over to The Trading Post and score full graphic novels, short stories, 

instructional booklets and more!
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